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UK Government’s 
Department for 
Business Energy and 
Industrial Strategy 
(BEIS) to create a low 
carbon future for the 
UK



Climate Change Act 2008

• Committed to reduce energy emissions by at 
least 80% (of 1990 levels) by 2050

• By 2017 our emissions have been cut by 42%
– Part of the reason behind this is that heavy industry 

has reduced dramatically and there are now less coal 
fired power stations.



UK and G7 economic growth and emissions reduction



The Clean Growth Stategy

• It is accepted that cold homes contribute to ill 
health – costing the NHS £760 million a year

• The current trajectory of policy vacuum for 
homes will see carbon emissions actually rise –
therefore action is required to ensure we follow 
the ‘2032 pathway’



The ‘do nothing pathway’
Actual and projected emissions in homes, taking into account 
the clean growth pathway, 1990-2050

Caused by growth in the economy



Existing Buildings

• Important to cut the carbon footprint 
from  new build but 70% of homes in 
2050 will be existing

• Building Regulations Part L1B
• Improvements to general U-values.  

Extensions continue to use 
elemental approach but able to use 
SAP for greater flexibility

• Building Services Compliance Guide 
sets replacement standards



UK Emissions by sector
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Why A Salford Terrace

Replacement rate <1%

Approximately 70% of existing 
properties will remain in 2050

Energy Use CO2 Emissions

Age of Stock



How will government do it?
• Reinstate a ‘Clean-Growth Inter-Ministerial Group’ to 

monitor the implementation.
• Set up a Green Finance Task Force’ to provide 

investment in low carbon heating.
• Continue support for ECO
• Minimum standards ‘where practical, cost effective and 

affordable’
– Private rented sector to be at least Band C (EPC) by 2030 and
– Aim for ‘as many owner occupied homes as possible are Band C 

by 2030.
• 2019 – explore changes in Building Regulations to 

deliver innovative solutions.
• There is a need to address HMOs and Listed Buildings
• There is also a need to Reduce Fuel Poverty



Applied Buildings and Energy Research Group

Why are we researching retrofit (UK)?

• Solid wall properties such as those represented by 
the Energy house currently number approximately 
7.5 million in the UK.  Of these approximately 
180,000 (2.4 %) have had some form of solid wall 
insulation.  (Consumer Focus, 2011)

• The hard to treat will be the ones left behind/ until 
last

• Paradoxically the older the building the greater the 
need for research/technology/ innovation to make 
efficient. 



The Salford Energy House: Vision & Aims
• To develop an Energy Theme, that acts as a catalyst and 

promotes world-class excellence through 
interdisciplinary research, industry-informed teaching 
and engagement.  

• To test knowledge and understanding of how and where 
energy is used within the domestic environment.

• To consider Fuel Poverty issues as world energy costs 
continue to rise.

• Europe’s fist energy house in a fully controllable 
environmental chamber.

• The house is a pre 1920s Victorian Terrace.  This house 
was on its original site in Salford some 5 years ago.  It 
was demolished and re-constructed within the Labs on 
Campus.



Applied Buildings and Energy Research Group

• How did we respond to this challenge?

• The external environment surrounding a dwelling can 
potentially make a significant difference to how much 
energy is required to heat the building.  It is for this reason 
that we have developed the chamber to recreate a series of 
external weather conditions:

•Temperature ranges from -12C to +30C (with an accuracy of +/- 0.5C)
•Wind (Localised and chamber wide) up to 10 m/s 
•Rain (up to 200mm each hour)
•Snow 



The Hub – The House

Climate Change Minister Greg Barker
and Vice Chancellor Prof Martin Hall



The Hub – The House







The Hub – The House



Monitoring
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Unique Features of the Energy House
Allows us to control and recreate weather conditions. This includes:

• Temperatures ranging from -12 to +30°C with a 0.5 degree °C 
tolerance.

• Humidity ranging from 20% to 90% RH.
• Rain up to the equivalent of 150mm per hour.
• Snow up to 100mm depth.
• Light wind can be applied from all directions approximately 2-3 m/s.
• The house is fully functional from heating systems through to 

domestic appliances.
• It includes the latest innovative monitoring technologies.
• Monitor in real time the use of water, gas and electricity at 

appliance level.
• Continual monitoring of room temperatures, pressures airflow and 

heat leakage.
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The Energy House allows:

• Academics to collaborate with industrial partners to 
develop and test new products and systems to improve 
the energy efficiency of dwellings.

• Tests on insulation products
 Solid walls (hard to treat)
 Challenge max level of insulation without losing 

space and aesthetics.
 Occupants attitudes to retrofit and cost in use 

studies.



U Values (the higher the number the greater the heat loss):

Effect of Curtains: Results

With Curtains U value Average over 
24 hr. Living Room

Kitchen 
Blind  Bedroom 1 Bedroom 2 Bathroom Blind

Average U value W/m2K 5.18 4.15 4.32 4.43 3.81

Without Curtains U value Average 
over 24 hr. Living Room

Kitchen 
Blind Bedroom 1 Bedroom 2 Bathroom Blind

Average U value W/m2K 7.45 5.28 5.13 5.15 5.67

Total reduction in U Value % 30.46% 21.30% 15.71% 14.01% 32.73%



Transmission of Heat (the actual amount of energy 
transferring through the window)

Living 
Room Kitchen

Bedroom 
1

Bedroom 
2 Bathroom

W/m2 W/m2 W/m2 W/m2 W/m2

Heat Energy Loss WITH 
curtains

69.78 55.17 50.23 55.67 44.75

Heat Energy Loss WITHOUT
curtains

96.45 62.91 52.80 62.03 63.14

Reduction  26.68 7.74 2.57 6.35 18.39

Effect of Curtains: Results



Effect of Curtains: Summary

Living 
Room Kitchen Bedroom 1 Bedroom 2 Bathroom

Total 
Savings in Watts 84.30 12.92 4.86 6.92 34.21 143.21

One day consumption in winter 5C 
outside 21C/18C inside £0.026 £0.004 £0.001 £0.002 £0.011 £0.04p 

For this test:
The savings are not huge, in terms of £.  
Small house, wall to window ratio is high
Moderate conditions, both inside and out
There are far superior curtain hanging methods, insulated pelmets.  
Tucking behind radiator DOES save more energy, we have tested this, 
also working on new super-insulant materials (data analysis taking 
place)



We recently completed a similar test on a DIY window film system, on 
average better than curtains, but with obvious disadvantages.

Window Films



Larger Scale Tests



Localised Controls 

Heating Controls

Test Energy cost (24 hr) Savings

1 No controls £5.31 -

2 Room stat £4.68 12%

3 Room stat + TRVs £3.15 41%



Heating Controls

The Association of Control Manufacturers (TACMA)
SAP Standard Assessment Procedure



Boiler Energy Management Systems (Full Systems)
• Savings between 14% on Start-up heating cost (applicable during 

the heat up period of the home only, and not the whole profile of 
the day) and an average saving over a 2 day period of 6.7% for 
another unit.

• We discovered that the savings made using these units are 
sometimes dependant on the heating system and can sometimes 
over-perform and underperform dependant on the type of control.

Heating Controls



Whole House Retrofit with Saint Gobain and Leeds Beckett 
University.

Fabric Improvements

• Loft Top Up
• External Wall 

Insulation Side and 
Rear

• Internal Wall 
Insulation Front 

• Floor Insulation

Doors and Windows 
Upgraded before 
retrofit



Whole House Heat Loss



Airtightness Results
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Comfort Findings



Overall 



Performance gap is now well researched:

Measured energy   - Modelled energy    =  Performance gap.

Performance Gap



We know that there are gaps in the energy models (U values can’t be 
correct for all parts of all buildings).  UK values for brick walls are 
currently being changed from 2.1 to around 1.7 W/m2K.  This has a 
significant effect on the pre/post retrofit issue.

We have proven a significant difference in the savings offered by 
even the most basic of heating controls.

Also found a significant gap in how energy efficiency measures are 
measured, “measurement gap” 

So all tests work?



Simple experiment:
How many U values can we get from one simple setup, and could 
this be used to “play” results?

U-value measurement gap









Highest U-value =   2.446W/m2K Lowest U-value = 1.502W/m2K



Highest U-value =   2.446W/m2K Lowest U-value = 1.502W/m2K



People and the Salford Energy Hub



The importance of people
• People are key:

– Retrofit technologies exist but are still not widely deployed
– People continue to consume excessively (often needlessly)
– Individual use almost offsets all changes to the infrastructure through 

retrofit
– Massive impact of individual behaviour (10-40% of energy use) 

• Relish project – Woking Homes – provided £6.5K 
improvements + provision of 1:1 support to different 
households
– 4 conditions in order of most effectiveness:

1. Improve + Support
2. Support only – this provided more benefits than just providing the basic 

measures
3. Improve only
4. Nothing (control)



There are many areas where people are 
involved in energy use

• Effective energy demand/carbon reduction -
requires:
– Increased confidence in products/technologies
– Improvements in the understanding of home energy 

efficiency
– Understanding of affordability (i.e. FITs, Green Deal 

etc.)
– Better appreciation of how people use technologies  

(important for both designers and users)
– Understanding of habits (in order to change them)
– Increased public support for something needing to 

be done



Information alone will probably not engage 
everyone..

Research conducted in 2008 by Exeter 
University showed that the longest and 
the most frequent flights were taken by 
those who were most aware of 
environmental issues! Therefore we need 
to work to understand people



There are a variety of things we need to 
understand

• What are peoples’ energy behaviours, norms 
and views?

• How do our physical and social environments 
shape our energy behaviour and how we 
reason?

• What role do emotions and the actions of others 
on our reasoning?



There are a variety of things we need to 
understand

• How do issues like tenure, age, 
ethnicity, etc impact on energy use

• What are the barriers to adopting 
retrofit? Finance, lack of trust, 
awareness, fear the unknown and 
potential disruption



There are a variety of things we need to 
understand

• What messages have 
the most impact?

• What would make you 
change your 
behaviour/adopt 
retrofit measures?? 
Do you even know?



Research at Salford

• We will be looking at the following issues:
– Habitual use of energy and how this can be 

manipulated  - using the energy house as a 
lab to test how people respond to different 
stimuli whilst observing on CCTV

– How people use energy in real time –
attaching monitors to people to log the various 
energy consuming behaviours



Research at Salford
– How people make their decisions when faced 

with different incentives and options
– How approaches to social marketing can facilitate 

greater up take of retrofit measures.
– If there are differences in energy use across 

different demographics (e.g. BME, tenure, age 
etc.)

– How technology can best respond to the 
behavioural patterns people have 

– Test rig for underfloor heating
– Performance of fungicidal washes on tiles
– Thermography with different insulation/details



Any Questions

Stephen Waterworth
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Get In Touch…
We are always looking for sponsors and partners for our research. 

• Richard Fitton (Energy House Manager) r.fitton@salford.ac.uk

• Ben Roberts (Researcher) b.i.roberts@salford.ac.uk

• Stephen Todd, Senior Lecturer (Energy House, Modelling 
improvements, Housing Sustainability) s.todd@salford.ac.uk

• Philip Brown, Professor (People and Energy) p.brown@salford.ac.uk


